
Examination possibilities of pluratives (pluralia tantum) 

with special regard to Northern Sami 

 

In my thesis I have made an effort to present a special and well-distinguishable linguistic 

feature that – in spite of its well-documented presence in the Northern Sami dictionaries – has 

been ignored by previous linguistic works concerned with the Sami language. Thus in my 

work I proposed to systematize the Northern Sami pluralia tantum (pluratives) and provide a 

theoretical framework to the said systematization strongly stressing that the object of my 

study was not provided by everyday language use but by dictionary material.  

In the science history section I presented the literature of plurale tantum in Indo-European 

and Finno-Ugric languages chronologically. Within this section I concentrated on presenting 

monographic works as these include such detailed analytic methods that I could base my own 

analysis methodology specialized for Northern Sami pluratives on.   

The first and most essential step of every study is the limitation and definition of the 

material to be studied. This is especially true for this thesis. After recognizing and proving the 

inadequacy of the term in use (plurale tantum) I have made a proposal for the introduction of 

a possible new term (plurative) and also for the revision of the definition itself.  

The analysis of the pluratives matches to the analytic methodology of the earlier works, I 

applied morphosemantical and semantical examination to the 1033 Northern Sami pluratives 

which I collected. Trying to create a symmetrical structure I performed the analysis in a 

contrastive framework first using Indo-European, then Finno-Ugric (Finnish, Estonian, 

Mordvin, Hungarian), finally Northern Sami data.   

The said analytic methods were amended with syntactical examination, as pluratives 

showed special features in a syntactical structure (cf. vihtta [NomSg] beatnaga 

[Gen/AccSg]’five dogs’, but viñat [NomPl] heajat [NomPl] ’five weddings’).  

During the morphosemantical analysis I classified the Sami pluratives into groups based on 

and further developing the classification by Rune Ingo (absolute plurative, partly plurative, 

optional plurative, potential plurative, corelative plurative). I made an attempt to clarify the 

outlines of a new Sami-specific linguistic phenomenon, that of correlative conjunctions in a 

separate chapter (7.)  

The analytic method most preferred in international studies is the semantical approach, as 

easily distinguishable categories are created. In chapter 8 I have presented the semantical 

groups of Indo-European and Finno-Ugric languages, and then I have categorized the 

Northern Sami pluratives. I have set up 26 possible semantic groups as follows: 1. people; 2. 

animals; 3. plants (and their parts); 4. other organisms; 5. body parts, organs; 6. celebrations, 



affairs, outings; 7. activities; 8. bodily processes, illnesses; 9. circumstances, relations, 

relationships; 10. states, makings; 11. behavior, customs, traditions; 12. organizations, 

institutions; 13. decrees, regulations, provisions; 14. words connected to communication; 15. 

ideas, studies; 16. buildings, places; 17. clothing; 18. articles for personal use; 19. materials, 

groceries, goods; 20. leftovers, spinoffs, bric-a-brac; 21. finances; 22. words connected to 

time; 23. physical phenomenon; 24. words connected to nature; 25. proper nouns; 26. other.  

The appendix presents a collection of Northern Sami pluratives in dictionary format. 

Following the theoretical chapters, the dictionary provides a) a structural analysis, b) a 

morphosyntactical analysis and c) a semantical analysis for each item.  

The results of my studies are as follows: the Northern Sami pluratives match into the 

system of pluratives known in Indo-European and Finno-Ugric languages but also retain some 

unique language specific features.  

Albeit we may encounter corelative conjunctions in other Finno-Ugric languages, the Sami 

corelative pluratives are a linguistic speciality.  

Their semantic groups mostly match the ones defined earlier, but the numbers in each 

group show a difference. As in most languages using pluratives, the designations concerned 

prototypical, present in all languages using pluratives, that is the designations for articles for 

personal use (146), groups of people (83) and celebrations, occasions (85) have an important 

role in Northern Sami too.  Somewhat more words can be found in the “Words connected to 

nature” category. This is connected to the Sami people’s way of life that is close to nature.  

The biggest difference compared to the pluratives of earlier Indo-European and Finno-

Ugric languages is the sheer number of pluratives in newer Sami dictionaries. While studying 

these I have arrived at the conclusion that in Northern Sami pluratives are not only formed by 

means of analogy, but also enrich the vocabulary as results of the very strong neology efforts 

made today. Examining pluratives as a method of neology is one of my tasks in the future.  
 


